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To (dZ Wh07!U it 7JW'!J concern:
settle Oll the carbon anoue ana tend to polarBe H l;:uowll that I, PAUL IH;Rouur, a cHi- ize it and by preventing free access of the
zen of the I~epllbIic of France, residing at oxygen to the carbon incrcase the resistance
LauiIen-Uhwiesen, in the ;ltepllblie of Switz- and the cost of prodnction. For instance,
5 erland, have invented ccrtain new and useful I have used cl'yolite (which can be fused by 5~
Improvements in a l}rocess of Preparing Alu- external he!1t without a flnx) as an electrolyte,
minium-Bronze and other Alloys, (for whieh I and also as a flux in conneetion with alumina,
have obtained a patelltin Belgium, No. 77,100, but have fonnd it oqjectionable, because iii
dated April1G, 18S;7, and a patent in France, evolves fluorine, which does not, like t;he ox)'10 applicat,ioli being made _A_priI15, 1887, DumgeD evolved from alumina, combine with the 6c
bercd 170,00;3, and for which an application carbon anode and pass off, but settles upon it
for an English patent was made May 21, 1887, with the effect above mentioned. Moreover,
llumbered 7,'12G,) of which the following is a the use of a flux must always leave the guanspecification.
tity and quality of the product to be obtained
15
This invention has refercnce to an improved uncertain, unless the charaeter and composi- 65
proccss of prollncing alumillium alloys by the tion of the flux used in each operation are posiheatillg and elcctrolytical action of an elec- tJively known.
Idcal current upon tIle oxide of aluminium I The desirableness, for reasons of economy,of
(alumina .AJ,OJ and the metal with which the applying electricity to the reduction and al20 ctlnmiuium is to be alloyed.
loying of metals and ores throngh its electro- F
l.'he l)l'occss involves the fusion of the oxide lytical aetion instead of through its great, heat·
and the metal by the requisite degTee of heat producing energy solely has long been known,
derivcd solely from an electric current, and at and has ledllle by a series of experiments to
the samc time thc electrolysis of the oxide, the adoption of my herein-described process
25 whereby oxygen is liberated aud passes to and for producing aluminium alloys, ,..11ich in- 75
unites with 11 carbon electrode serving as the vol ves, first" the use of commercially - pure
anode, the product of the resulting eombus- alumina alone as the electrolyte in suitable
tion passing off by suitable openings in the apparatus; second, a certain arrangement of
containing-vessel, while t4e disassociated me- the electric circuit used, so as to place a car3c taIlic aluminiulll passes to the fused metal and bon anode at a point where the energy evolved ~'o
unites with it to produce the desired alumini- by its combustion will be conserved and made
nm alloy.
to assist in the process and where facility can
~L\.luIl1ina is a refractory oxide, and canllot be most easily given for carrying off the probe conveniently meltet! in a vessel byexter- duct of that combustion; third, the employ35 nal application of heat unless a flux be used, ment of the metal with which the aluminium 85
and to sneh nsc there arc serious objections, is to be alloyed and the molten alloy as the
which it is ol1e object of my invention to ob- cathode, and, fourth, an orderly method of
viate. rl']ws the flux may contain elements starting and sustaining tlle operation, so as to
which will undergo electrolysis before the ox- make it practically cont,inuous-that is to say,
40 ide, in which case not the product desired- without any determined period. The objects 90
namely, aluminil1 Ill-bnt some other substance sought for were, first, greater ecollomy of 131'0(depending upon the character of the flux) duction, and, second, a reliable standard of
will be prodnced; 01' the flux may contain sub- purity in the prodnct; and I have combined
stances sneh as phosphorns, iron, silicon, &e., the elemellts and conditions herein described,
45 which will enter into the prodnct and dete- in the relations described, so as t,o constitute 95
riOl'ate it; or the flux may increase the resist- I a process or method of operation for produeance of the bath, thns increasing the demands ing the desired alloy with the highest econfor 1)Ower. I have tried many fluxes and omy.
found this to be the case wit.h all of them.
Uy invention consists, therefore, iuan electro50 Again, the flllx may evol ve gases, Wllich will . lytieal process, whereby, without the necessity 100
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of any external application of heat or the use
of anyflux,the aluminium is reduced from its
oxide and simultaneously compounded with
the metal with which it is to form an alloy by
the passage of an electric cnrrent through a
circuit consist,ing of, first, a source of electricity; second, proper conductors, (including
a carbon eleetrode serving as the anode;)
third, the metal to be alloyed, and, fourth, a
carbon yessel or crucible containing the oxide
of aluminium and metal to be treated.
The process and method of operation will
be better understood by reference to the accompanying drawing, in which I have shown,
in vertical section, one form of an apparatus
adapted for this process, which, however, is
intended merely as explanatory of my invention, for I desire it to be understood that I do
not limit myself to any particular form or construction of apparatus.
Reference being had to the simple apparatus
illustrated in the drawing, the letter (t designates a crucible or containing-vessel of carbon, into which dips a carbon rod, d, forming
the positive electrode. 'l'he crucible or vessel
rests upon a conducting-plate, p, and is surrounded by powdered carbon, g, which fills the
space between the crucible and the container
1n.
The positive electrode or carbon rod d
I passes through an opening'~ in the cover b b,
and is capable of adj ustment vertically by any
suitable means, so that the depth of immersion of the carbon rod into the electrolytic
bath may be regulated according to requirement. The cover b b is provided with suitable
openings for feeding material to the crucible
and for the escape of gases, and a tap-hole is
also provided for withdrawing the molten
metal or alloy and furnished with a plug or
) other means for closing it. A suitable conduit
for the molten alloy should also be arranged
in connection with the tap-hole, so that the
process maybe conducted in acontinuous manner. The result is that,the anode being suitS ably adjusted and the current flowing, the
metal and the alumina are fused, the alumina
is decomposed by electrolysis into its constituent elements, and its disassociated aluminium
unites with the metal used to produce the de,0 sired alloy-for example, aluminium-bronze,
where copper has been used.
I have obtained satisfactory results by using
a current of large quantity and low tension,
3S follows-that is to say, in a crucible having
is an internal depth of twenty centimeters, its
top being fourteen centimeters in diameter
with a carbon anode five centimeters in diameter, a current of four hundred amperes,
and from twenty to twenty-five volts.
)0
'1'he depth of immersion of the anode d must
be regulated during the operation as the level
of the copper or other alloyed metal in the
crucible varies and to compensate for the carbon consu med. '1'hi8 can be effected in val'ions
55 ways-for instance, by simply suspending the
anode higher or lower.
The process is begun with a comparatively

small charge of the metal, which is fused .by
the current, and afterward metal and alumma
are added either continuously or at intervals, 70
as required, care being taken that sufficient
metal is added, so that the alloy may be of
sufficient density to insure its remaining at the
bottom of the crucible a. A sufficiently thick
layer of alumina must, after thebeginning oi75
the operation, be maintained over the fluid
alloy to prevent short-circuiting, which would
occur should the alloy rise so as to connect
with the carbon anodc.
The circuit is at all times so arranged that 80
the alloying metal, when it has been fused,
will serve as the negative electrode, this being an important dement of my method, and
. care must be taken and means employed for
the purpose of enabling the operator to know 85
at all timcs during the operation the distance
between the anode and tbe cathode.
The economical efficiency of my process requires tbat the crucible or containing-vessel
for the bath 8ba11 be as highly refractory and 9C
conductive as possible and that its substance
shall contain nothing which being given off
will tend to deteriorate the product. I have
selected carbon for this purpose,wbicb, in addition to the other essential conditions named, 95
increases its conductivity with increase of temperature. So far as I am aware, no other material fulfills these essential requirements,and
the conductivity of all other materials decreases withincrease of temperatnre.
leo
The process above described enables any desired alloys of aluminium-as, for instance,
ferro aluminium,aluminium-steel,alnminiumbrass, &c.-to be produced, provided their
specific gravity is not less than that of the lOS
aluminium or raw material, and also provided
the metals employed shall be such as will not
be vaporized at the melting-point of alumina.
An important commercial advantage results
also from the use of alumina (Al.Oa)-namely, 110
that tbe oxygen evolved pa.c:;ses immediately
to tbe carbon anode, where it is burned. On
account of this free burning the anode possesses tbe advantage of a "soluble" electrode-that is to say, it is continually being consumed IIS
during the reduction by the oxygen disengaged from t4e oxide treated. From this combustion it results, first, as already stated, that
no polarization of tbe anode takes place, and
the surface of the carbon is always kept clear J 20
from whatever might impede the passage of
the current 01' the free access of the oxygen to .
the carbon; second, that heat energy is involved, which tends materially to maintain
the temperature requisite for keeping the ele- 12 5
ments in the proper state of fusion, and, third,
tbat some electrical energy, corresponding in
direction with and which materially aids the
current from the dynamo or other source of
electricity in its wod" is derived from tbecon- 130
sumption of the anode. Thusfor tbree equivalents of the anode consumed I obtain two
equivalents of aluminium.
Another important advantage of my method
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and pl'OCCSS is that such a degree of heat only 1 in melting and electrolytically decomposing
as is requisite to fuse the materials is caned alumina located between a posit,ive electrode
for, and the bigh temperature demanded when of carbon and a negative electrode of the metal
other tIw.n electrolytical processes are em- with which the aluminiulll is to be alloyed,
Iiloyed is avoided. From this results an im- said alumina and metal both being melted by
l)Ortant saving ofe1ectrical energy and security the electric current, substantially as set forth.
to the apparatus from the effects of excessive I 4. 'I'he process of making aluminium alloys,
heat. 'I'he process being electrolytical and which consists in feeding tbe metal with which
the positive pole being of carbon, the evolu-I the aluminium is to be alloyed and alumina
tion of oxygen takes place at that point only, without a flux to a carbon-crucible, electriand does not take place at any part of the ap- I cally fusing the bath so cOlJstit,nted,and simulparatus where injury might result-as, for ex- I taneously electrolyzing the alumina in the
ample, at tbe walls of the carbon-crucible.
presenee of the carbon anode and the fused
Having' tIl us fully described my il1veution, I I metal.
claim and desire to secure by Let.ters Patent I 5. 'I'he continuous process of making alnof the United StatesI minium alloys, which consists in feediug the
1. rfhe herein-described process of l)J'odnc- 1 metal with which the aluminium is tf) be alitlg aluminium alloys by electrolysis in wbich Iloyed and alumina without a flux to a carboncarbon is the :tnode, the fused metal to be al· crucible, electrically fusing the bath so conloyed with the aluminium the cathode, and I stituted,and simultaneously electrolyzing the
the fused alumina withont a flux t.he electro- alumina in the presence of tbe carbon anode
lyte.
and the fused metal, and supplying the mate2. The herein-described process of prodl1c- rial and withdrawing the alloy withont intering aluminium alloys by electrolysis in which I l'UptiOll of the process,
carbon is the anode, the metal to be alloyed
In testimony wIlereof I sign this specificawith the aluminium the cathode, and alumina t,ion in the presence of two snt,scribing witfused wi('hont a flux the electrolyte, said nesses.
ca~hoc1~ and eleet]'?JJ't~ being fused and_ mainPAUL H]J}nOULT
tawed III a state of 1ns1011 by the electrIC cur-- ...
..
..
rent.
'Witnesses;
3. 'I'he herein-described electrolytic process 1
EMIL BLUj\f,
ofprodncing alumininm aJloys, which consists
GEORGE L. CA'l'LIN.
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